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 22 

Abstract 23 

An abundance of methods have been developed over the years to perform the frequency 24 

analysis (FA) of extreme environmental variables. Although numerous comparisons between 25 

these methods have been implemented, no general comparison framework has been agreed 26 

upon so far. The objective of this paper is to build the foundation of a data-based comparison 27 

framework, which aims at complementing more standard comparison schemes based on 28 

Monte Carlo simulations or statistical testing. This framework is based on the following 29 

general principles: (i) emphasis is put on the predictive ability of competing FA 30 

implementations, rather than their sole descriptive ability measured by some goodness-of-fit 31 

criterion; (ii) predictive ability is quantified by means of reliability indices, describing the 32 

consistency between validation data (not used for calibration) and FA predictions; (iii) 33 

stability is also quantified, i.e. the ability of a FA implementation to yield similar estimates 34 

when calibration data change; (iv) the necessity to subject uncertainty estimates to the same 35 

scrutiny as point-estimates is recognized, and a practical approach based on the use of the 36 

predictive distribution is proposed for this purpose. This framework is then applied to a case 37 

study involving 364 gauging stations in France, where 10  FA implementations are compared. 38 

These implementations correspond to the local, regional and local-regional estimation of 39 

Gumbel and Generalized Extreme Value distributions. Results show that reliability and 40 

stability indices are able to reveal marked difference between FA implementations. Moreover, 41 

the case study also confirms that using the predictive distribution to indirectly scrutinize 42 

uncertainty estimates is a viable approach, with distinct FA implementations showing marked 43 

differences in the reliability of their uncertainty estimates. The proposed comparison 44 

framework therefore constitutes a valuable tool to compare the predictive reliability of 45 

competing FA implementations, along with the reliability of their uncertainty estimates. 46 

47 
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1. Introduction 47 

Frequency analysis (FA) of extremes is one of the cornerstones of hazard quantification and 48 

risk assessment. Its basic objective is to estimate the distribution of some environmental 49 

variable X. Such a distribution can be used to estimate the exceedance probability of a given 50 

value of X, or alternatively, to estimate the p-quantile of X (where p denotes the non-51 

exceedance probability). The estimation of quantiles is of great importance since they are 52 

used to design civil engineering structures (e.g. dams, reservoirs, bridges) or to map hazard-53 

prone areas where restrictions may be enforced (e.g. building restrictions in flood zones).  54 

FA has been the subject of extensive research, yielding an abundance of approaches that can 55 

roughly be classified as follows: 56 

• At-Site FA is a standard statistical analysis: parameters of a pre-specified distribution are 57 

estimated based on at-site observations of the variable X.  58 

• Climate/Weather-informed at-site FA uses additional meteorological [e.g., weather type, 59 

Garavaglia et al., 2010] or  climatic [e.g. Interdecadal Pacific Oscillation IPO, Micevski et 60 

al., 2006a] information. This family of methods stems from the observation that the 61 

distribution of X depends on some climate or weather state variable. 62 

• Historical and paleoflood analyses are based on documentary sources or proxy data from 63 

e.g. sediment deposits. Such information is used to extend the record period from the last 64 

decades to several centuries (historical data) or millennia (paleoflood data). Specific statistical 65 

frameworks have been developed to treat such additional information [e.g. Stedinger and 66 

Cohn, 1986; O'Connel et al., 2002; Parent and Bernier, 2003; Naulet et al., 2005; Reis and 67 

Stedinger, 2005; Neppel et al., 2010; Payrastre et al., 2011]. 68 

• Regional Frequency Analysis (RFA) jointly uses data from several sites to perform the 69 

inference, which may improve the precision of estimates [see e.g. Durrans and Kirby, 2004; 70 

Yu et al., 2004; Overeem et al., 2008; Kyselý et al., 2011 for recent examples]. Moreover, 71 

RFA allows estimating quantiles and related uncertainties at an ungauged site. 72 

• Model-based FA (sometimes referred to as “continuous simulation methods”) uses a 73 

simulation model reproducing the main characteristics of the environmental variable [Arnaud 74 

and Lavabre, 1999, for rainfall; Boughton and Droop, 2003, for floods]. Quantiles are then 75 

directly derived from long series generated from the model.  76 
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Within each of these families, a large number of variants exist, differing in e.g. the assumed 77 

parent distribution (e.g. Generalized Extreme Value (GEV), Log-Pearson), the parameter 78 

estimation approach (e.g. maximum likelihood (ML), moment), the definition of homogenous 79 

regions or the choice of the simulation model. To avoid ambiguity, the following terminology 80 

is systematically used in this paper: a “FA family” refers to any of the previously described 81 

families, while a specific variant within a family is referred to as a “FA implementation”. For 82 

instance, the local estimation of a GEV distribution with (i) the ML approach, and (ii) the 83 

moments approach will be considered as two distinct FA implementations, belonging to the 84 

same FA family.  85 

In practice, users may feel lost facing so many FA implementations. Consequently, national 86 

guideline documents for flood FA help practitioners in realizing their analyses with best-87 

practice methods. Such documents were released e.g. in the UK [Reed et al., 1999], in the US 88 

[Interagency Advisory Committee on Water Data, 1982], in Switzerland [Spreafico et al., 89 

2003] or in Australia [Institution of Engineers Australia, 1987].  90 

In addition to these end-user-oriented guideline documents, a large number of comparative 91 

studies between competing FA implementations have been reported in the research literature 92 

(a non-exhaustive review will be proposed in section 2). However, as noted by Bobee et al. 93 

[1993], the comparison framework varies from one study to another. Bobee et al. therefore 94 

advocated “a systematic approach to comparing distributions used in flood frequency 95 

analysis”, which is still not agreed upon to our knowledge. 96 

Moreover, in recent years there has been a growing emphasis on the importance of 97 

quantifying and communicating uncertainties in FA implementations [e.g., Hall et al., 2004; 98 

Naulet et al., 2005; Renard et al., 2006a; Renard et al., 2006b; Kysely, 2008; Lee and Kim, 99 

2008; Hine and Hall, 2010; Lima and Lall, 2010; Neppel et al., 2010]. However, while most 100 

FA implementations include an evaluation of uncertainties, the question of the reliability of 101 

estimated uncertainties has received less attention in FA [but see e.g. Kysely, 2008; 102 

Garavaglia et al., 2011, for recent exceptions]. Other fields of environmental sciences (e.g. 103 

weather forecasting [Dawid, 1984; Atger, 1999; Gneiting et al., 2007] or hydrological 104 

modeling [Hall et al., 2007; Laio and Tamea, 2007; Thyer et al., 2009; Renard et al., 2010]) 105 

have recognized the need to scrutinize uncertainty estimates.  106 

The general objective of this paper is to build the foundation of a methodological framework 107 

devoted to the data-based comparison of FA implementations. This framework aims to 108 
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complement (but not replace) other comparison frameworks based for instance on Monte-109 

Carlo simulations or statistical testing. Importantly, the framework we are proposing is built 110 

in order to meet the following requirements: 111 

[R1] It should enable the inclusion of any FA implementation, whatever its family (at-112 

site, regional, model-based etc.). 113 

[R2] It should enable the comparison of estimated uncertainties. 114 

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 proposes a short review of commonly used 115 

comparison frameworks, and emphasizes the differences between them in terms of underlying 116 

objectives, advantages and limitations. Section 3 then describes the data-based comparison 117 

framework. In particular, section 3.2 proposes several indices to quantify the performance of 118 

competing FA implementations, and section 3.3 introduces the predictive distribution as an 119 

indirect way to compare uncertainty estimates. A case study based on 364 gauging stations in 120 

France illustrates the application of the comparison framework (section 4). Limitations are 121 

discussed in section 5, before summarizing the main conclusions in section 6. 122 

2. A short review of standard comparison frameworks 123 

2.1. Simulation-based comparisons 124 

Simulation-based approaches use Monte-Carlo-generated data.  Knowing the true distribution, 125 

the performance of a FA implementation can be quantified by means of formal and objective 126 

statistical criteria such as bias, root mean squared error (RMSE), etc. This approach has been 127 

widely used for the comparison between various distributions and/or estimation approaches 128 

[e.g., Hosking et al., 1985; Kroll and Stedinger, 1996; Madsen et al., 1997a; Madsen et al., 129 

1997b; Sankarasubramanian and Srinivasan, 1999; Durrans and Tomic, 2001; Ribatet et al., 130 

2007; He and Valeo, 2009; Meshgi and Khalili, 2009], and for robustness studies [i.e., the 131 

performance of a method outside its conditions of application, see e.g., Stedinger and Cohn, 132 

1986; England et al., 2003b; Markiewicz and Strupczewski, 2009]. Moreover, an important 133 

advantage of simulation-based approaches is that they enable a formal evaluation of estimated 134 

uncertainties [see e.g. Stedinger, 1983b; Stedinger and Tasker, 1985; Chowdhury and 135 

Stedinger, 1991; Cohn et al., 2001; Kysely, 2008; Stedinger et al., 2008]. 136 

Simulation-based studies are hence useful, even necessary, to verify the internal consistency 137 

of a given FA implementation and to provide information about its main strengths and 138 

weaknesses. Indeed, a FA implementation performing poorly with synthetic data is unlikely to 139 

become highly capable with real data. Similarly, a FA implementation showing little 140 
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robustness with slight departures from its underlying assumptions should be considered with 141 

caution, since real data are unlikely to perfectly fulfill these assumptions. 142 

However, good/better performance of a FA implementation with synthetic data is indicative 143 

only, but not conclusive, about its performance in practice. Indeed, determining whether the 144 

simulation setup is realistic enough to ensure that the good/better performances of a given FA 145 

implementation will also hold in real life is difficult. This is especially the case when FA 146 

implementations from distinct families are to be compared (requirement [R1]): for instance, 147 

deriving a simulation setup where local, regional and model-based FA implementations could 148 

be compared in a fair way is far from obvious. 149 

2.2. Data-based comparisons 150 

Data-based comparisons can complement simulation studies. Indeed, by using real data, they 151 

circumvent the difficulty of building realistic simulation setups. However, the main difficulty 152 

is that the truth is unknown, thus precluding the use of formal statistical criteria like bias or 153 

RMSE. Specific comparison schemes are therefore required. Data-based comparisons are 154 

mainly implemented using statistical tests and split-sample validation. 155 

2.2.1. Statistical tests 156 

A statistical test is used to evaluate whether observations can be considered as realizations 157 

from the assumed distribution family [e.g., Chowdhury et al., 1991; Laio, 2004]. We stress 158 

that while this is an important question, choosing a distribution family is not the final 159 

objective of frequency analysis: indeed, even if the parent distribution family were known, the 160 

estimated distribution used for decision and design would still be affected by estimation 161 

errors, thus requiring further evaluation of its performance. 162 

Statistical tests are hence useful to reject FA implementations that cannot be statistically 163 

reconciled with observations. Unfortunately, as noted by Bobee et al. [1993], such tests are 164 

not powerful with the typical sample size available for environmental data (usually hardly 165 

exceeding 50 elements). Consequently, it is often observed that several competing FA 166 

implementations cannot be rejected [Laio, 2004]. Again, this calls for alternative comparison 167 

approaches to attempt further distinguishing between such FA implementations. 168 

Another difficulty is that statistical tests are simply not available for many FA 169 

implementations. This is problematic when FA implementations from distinct families are to 170 

be compared (requirement [R1]), since in general tests will be available for only a few of 171 

them. General-purpose testing procedures do exist [e.g. Cramer–von Mises or Anderson-172 
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Darling tests, see Stephens, 1974], but in their standard form they compare observations with 173 

a fully specified distribution: this is not a realistic setting in frequency analysis where 174 

parameters are unknown and need to be inferred. Applying these tests in their standard form 175 

would systematically favor over-parameterized implementations. Consequently, specific 176 

corrections need to be implemented to account for estimation uncertainty, which is not an 177 

obvious task. As an illustration, Laio [2004] derived tests customized to extreme value 178 

distributions, but these tests are only applicable with particular estimators.  179 

2.2.2. Split-sample evaluation 180 

Another data-based comparison approach is based on the splitting of observations into a 181 

calibration (or estimation/training) set and a validation (or testing) set [Gunasekara and 182 

Cunnane, 1992]. This approach distinguishes between the descriptive and predictive abilities 183 

of FA implementations, which are two fundamentally distinct properties. The former refers to 184 

the ability of a FA implementation to describe past events used for parameter estimation (i.e., 185 

calibration events), whereas the latter refers to the ability to predict new events (i.e. validation 186 

events). While a FA implementation of poor descriptive ability has slim chance to become 187 

highly capable in predictive mode, the contrary is not true: a FA implementation that can 188 

provide a good description of calibration data may become inefficient in predictive mode. 189 

Split-sample procedures have been mainly implemented for comparing regional FA 190 

implementations [e.g., GREHYS, 1996; Grover et al., 2002; Ouarda et al., 2006; Neppel et 191 

al., 2007; Szolgay et al., 2009]. The evaluation is usually achieved by comparing quantiles 192 

computed from validation sites (generally using an at-site estimate based on a long series) and 193 

quantiles given by the regional FA implementation (ignoring data at the validation site). 194 

Standard measures like bias or RMSE can then be used by considering locally-estimated 195 

quantiles as surrogate for the unknown true quantiles. While this may be acceptable for 196 

moderate quantiles when the record length at the validation site is large, it might become 197 

unrealistic for larger quantiles, which are affected by significant sampling errors. Further 198 

refinements of this general approach have been proposed [in particular, see the Bootstrap-199 

based scheme implemented by GREHYS, 1996].  200 

Split-sample comparisons have also been attempted and discussed for local FA 201 

implementations [see in particular Beard, 1974; Interagency Advisory Committee on Water 202 

Data, 1982; Gunasekara and Cunnane, 1992; Garavaglia et al., 2011], but far less frequently 203 
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than for regional FA. This is because each series has to be decomposed into calibration and 204 

validation periods for local FA implementations, which requires using very long series. 205 

Split-sample procedures are of interest because they compare FA implementations in the 206 

context they are designed for, where the objective is to predict upcoming events (“How 207 

should a dam be designed to ensure that it will withstand upcoming floods?”), as opposed to 208 

describe past event (“How should a dam be designed to ensure that it would have withstood 209 

observed floods?”). Moreover, they use FA implementations in operational-like conditions, 210 

where both model errors (i.e. misspecified distribution) and estimation errors coexist. We 211 

stress the difference between this objective and the objective behind statistical tests 212 

(identifying the parent distribution, or at least rejecting inappropriate ones).  213 

Unfortunately, split-sample procedures are challenging to apply for two main reasons: (i) as in 214 

any data-based procedure, the truth is unknown; (ii) they require a large amount of data to be 215 

of any practical interest. 216 

3. A data-based comparison framework 217 

3.1. Notation and basic hypotheses 218 

The data-based framework described in this section follows the path of split-sampling 219 

evaluation as described in previous section 2.2.2. Let X be the variable whose distribution is 220 

sought. It is assumed that a (large) dataset of observations from X is available, denoted by 221 

( ) ( )

( )

1: , 1: i
site

i
k i N k n

x
= =

=x . The superscript (i) denotes the site, the subscript k denotes the time step. 222 

Note that the number of observations at each site does not need to be identical. Using a 223 

similar notation, we denote by c the subset of x used for calibration, and v the complementary 224 

subset used for validation. In cases where no distinction is needed, we use the generic 225 

notation d to denote any one of c or v. 226 

The cumulative distribution function (cdf) of the unknown parent distribution of X at site i is 227 

denoted by F(i). A given FA implementation M makes an assumption on the distribution of X, 228 

yielding a cdf ( ) ( | )i
MF y θθθθ . In this notation, y is the value at which the cdf is evaluated and θθθθ  229 

represents a vector of unknown parameters. In most cases the distributional assumption is 230 

explicit, but it may also be implicit in the case of model-based implementations (e.g. for 231 

floods ( ) ( | )i
MF y θθθθ  would result from the rainfall-runoff transformation encapsulated in the 232 

hydrologic model). Parameter estimation is then performed by the FA implementation, 233 

yielding a particular parameter value θ̂θθθ . The estimated distribution is then defined by 234 
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( ) ( ) ˆˆ ( ) ( | )i i
M MF y F y= θθθθ . We stress the naming and notational distinction that will be consistently 235 

used throughout this paper between the parent distribution ( ( )iF , the unknown distribution 236 

that generated observations), the assumed distribution ( ( )i
MF , with unknown parameters) and 237 

the estimated distribution ( ( )ˆ i
MF  corresponding to the assumed distribution with one particular 238 

parameter value). 239 

The performance indices defined in the next sections can be used for comparison under the 240 

following minimal hypotheses: 241 

[H1] “Extremes” correspond to large values. 242 

[H2] At-site data are temporally independent. 243 

Assumption [H1] states that large return periods are associated with large values which is the 244 

case for most environmental variables (e.g. flood, wind, precipitation, etc.). If this assumption 245 

does not hold (e.g. low flow analysis with annual minimum values), all indices can be readily 246 

modified to account for extremes in the left tail of the distribution. 247 

Assumption [H2] is more stringent: while the assumption of serial independence can be 248 

deemed acceptable for variables related to extreme localized events (e.g. storm winds, heavy 249 

rainfalls, floods, [Pujol et al., 2007]), other variables sometimes exhibit significant serial 250 

dependence [e.g. Hamed and Rao, 1998; Cohn and Lins, 2005; Koutsoyiannis, 2010]. A 251 

detailed analysis of the effect of serial dependence on the comparison framework lies well 252 

beyond the scope of this paper. It is therefore assumed that data can be considered as serially 253 

independent, either because physical or empirical evidence suggests so or thanks to some data 254 

pre-processing (e.g. data sub-sampling). 255 

3.2. Performance indices 256 

3.2.1. Reliability and stability 257 

The performance of competing FA implementations is judged according to two criteria: 258 

reliability and stability [Garavaglia et al., 2011]. A reliable FA implementation yields an 259 

estimated distribution close to the (unknown) parent distribution, or in other words, it is able 260 

to assign correct exceedance probabilities. In practice, since the parent distribution is 261 

unknown, reliability has to be evaluated using observed data. 262 

The stability of a FA implementation describes its ability to yield similar estimates when 263 

different data are used for calibration. In an industrial context, stable estimates are sought 264 
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when a whole group of structures is to be designed (e.g. power plants or dams fleet). Indeed, 265 

quantile estimates strongly varying with new observations would result in a frequent 266 

questioning of the design, which is problematic since a built structure cannot be continuously 267 

modified to track estimates’ variability. Moreover, unstable estimates might cause the actual 268 

protection level to differ strongly from e.g. dam to dam, even if all dams are designed with the 269 

same target protection level. 270 

It is stressed that both criteria do not play the same role in judging the performance of a FA 271 

implementation. In particular, stability cannot be used alone, because it does not give any 272 

information about the ability to predict observations (a FA implementation can be stable but 273 

totally unreliable). Consequently, reliability is assessed first in the comparison framework. 274 

When several FA implementations appear equally reliable, the additional insights provided by 275 

stability can be used to further discriminate between them. 276 

3.2.2. Reliability: pval 277 

This first reliability index aims to evaluate the overall agreement between the estimated 278 

distribution ( )ˆ i
MF  and observations ( )i

kd  (either calibration or validation data can be used). For 279 

a given site i and time step k, it is defined as follows: 280 

( ) ( ) ( )ˆ ( )i i i
k M kpval F d=  (1) 

Under the assumption that the estimation is reliable (( ) ( )ˆ  i i
MF F i= ∀ ), ( )i

kpval  are realizations 281 

from a uniform distribution on each site i: ( ) ~ [0;1] i
kpval U i∀  (see Appendix 1). Graphical 282 

diagnostics to assess the agreement between observed ( ) ( )

( )

1: i

i
k k n

pval
=

 and their theoretical 283 

distribution under the reliability hypothesis will be described in subsequent section 3.2.5. 284 

The reliability assumption ( ( ) ( )ˆ  i i
MF F i= ∀ ) is worth commenting. It is quite clear that it will 285 

never be strictly met because of model and estimation errors. However, we use it as a working 286 

assumption, and we are looking in the data for evidence conflicting with it (which would 287 

materialize in the case of index pval by non-uniformly distributed values). This is the same 288 

rationale than that behind the use of a H0 hypothesis in statistical testing. However, we are 289 

only performing graphical diagnostics derived over an ensemble of sites here. While this 290 

allows making comparative statements on the relative reliability of FA implementations, it 291 
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does not provide a formal decision rule to reject the reliability assumption, as a statistical test 292 

would. The reason for this is discussed in subsequent section 5.3. 293 

3.2.3. Reliability: NT 294 

The second reliability index is based on the number of exceedances of an estimated T-year 295 

quantile [e.g. Interagency Advisory Committee on Water Data, 1982, Appendix 14; 296 

Gunasekara and Cunnane, 1992; Garavaglia et al., 2010]: 297 

( )

( )
( ) ( )

ˆ[ ; )
1

1 ( )

1 if 
Where 1 ( )

0 otherwise

i

i
T

n
i i

T kq
k

A

N d

x A
x

+∞
=

=

∈= 


∑
 (2) 

Under the reliability assumption (( ) ( )ˆ i i
T Tq q= ), ( )i

TN  is a realization from the binomial 298 

distribution: ( ) ( )~ ( ,1/ )i i
TN Bin n T  (see Appendix 1). As previously, dedicated graphical 299 

diagnostics will be described in subsequent section 3.2.5. Contrarily to index pval which 300 

quantifies the overall reliability, NT focuses on reliability for prescribed T-year quantiles.  301 

3.2.4. Reliability: FF 302 

The index FF, used by e.g. England et al. [2003a] and Garavaglia et al. [2011], corresponds 303 

to the index pval computed on the maximum observed value of each site, ( )
max
id : 304 

( ) ( ) ( )
max

ˆ ( )i i i
MFF F d=  (3) 

Under the reliability assumption (( ) ( )ˆ i i
MF F= ), ( )iFF  is a realization from a Kumaraswamy 305 

distribution with parameters (( ) ;1in ): ( ) ( )~ [ ;1]i iFF K n , whose cdf can be written as follows 306 

(see Appendix 1): 307 

( )

( ) ,0 1
in

KF t t t= ≤ ≤  (4) 

3.2.5. Graphical diagnostics based on reliability indices 308 

Graphical diagnostics of reliability are based on the comparison between the reliability 309 

indices and their theoretical distribution under the reliability assumption. For a given site i 310 

with n(i) observations, let z(i) be any one of the indices defined in sections 3.2.2-3.2.4 (e.g. 311 

FF), and H(i) the cdf of its theoretical distribution under the reliability assumption (e.g. cdf of 312 
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a Kumaraswamy distribution K(n(i);1)). A technical difficulty arises because H(i) depends on 313 

the number of observations n(i), which in general varies from site to site. 314 

This issue can easily be overcome in the case of indices having a continuous cdf (namely, 315 

pval and FF) by using a probability-probability plot (pp-plot) representation: probability-316 

transformed indices H(i)(z(i)) are plotted against empirical frequencies (see Figure 1a-c for 317 

illustrations). Under the reliability hypothesis, the probability-transformed values H(i)(z(i)) are 318 

indeed uniformly distributed between 0 and 1, irrespective of the number of observations n(i). 319 

Departures from the diagonal in the pp-plot have specific interpretations in terms of 320 

under/over-estimation or predictive failures (see Figure 1). Moreover, additional axis 321 

transformations might be valuable to focus on particular areas of the pp-plot. Typically, the 322 

pp-plot can be transformed into a Gumbel quantile-quantile plot (qq-plot) by applying the 323 

Gumbel quantile function to each axis (see Figure 1d-f for illustrations). This allows focusing 324 

on extreme values of indices. Note that any other continuous quantile function can be used, 325 

depending on the area of interest in the pp-plot.  326 

The case of the discrete index NT is more problematic, because the cdf of its theoretical 327 

binomial distribution is not continuous. Probability-transformed indices ( )( ) ( )i i
TH N  are 328 

therefore not uniformly distributed. A possibility to overcome this difficulty is to randomize 329 

the values ( )( ) ( )i i
TH N  in order to discard the cdf discontinuity induced by the discrete nature 330 

of the index NT. This randomization is performed as follows. Let b(-1) = 0 and 331 

( )( ) ( ) Pr( ), 0ib j H j N j j= = ≤ ≥ , where N is a random variable following a ( )( ,1/ )iBin n T  332 

distribution. At a given site i, the value ( )i
TN  is transformed into probability space by 333 

randomly sampling a value w(i) from an uniform distribution between ( )( ) 1i
Tb N −  and 334 

( )( )i
Tb N . This is to be compared with the non-randomized probability transformation, which 335 

corresponds to setting ( )( ) ( )i i
Tw b N= . This randomization ensures that the values w(i) are 336 

uniformly distributed between 0 and 1 under the reliability hypothesis (see Appendix 1). It is 337 

then possible to use the same pp-plot and qq-plot representations as discussed for continuous 338 

indices (see Figure 4d-e for illustrations). 339 

3.2.6. Stability: SPANT 340 

The stability of quantile estimates can be quantified by contrasting the values obtained with 341 

two different calibration datasets c1 and c2. The index SPANT proposed by Garavaglia et al. 342 
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[2011] is used in this paper. It is a measure of the relative deviation between the two 343 

estimated T-year quantiles. Let ( )ˆ i
Tq  denotes the T-year quantile at site i, derived from the 344 

estimated distribution ( )ˆ i
MF . For a given site i, SPANT  is defined as follows: 345 

( ) ( )
1 2( )

( ) ( )
1 2

ˆ ˆ( ) ( )

1
ˆ ˆ( ( ) ( ))

2

i i
T Ti

T
i i

T T

q q
SPAN

q q

−
=

+

c c

c c
 (5) 

The comparison between competing FA implementations can then be performed by 346 

comparing the distribution of ( )i
TSPAN  over all sites i = 1:Nsite: the FA implementation whose 347 

SPANT distribution remains the closest to zero is the most stable.  348 

3.3. Comparing uncertainties 349 

3.3.1. Motivation 350 

One of the requirements for the comparison framework is to enable the comparison of 351 

estimated uncertainties. The term “estimated uncertainties” aims to emphasize the fact that 352 

uncertainty quantification depends on the assumptions underlying the FA implementation 353 

(e.g. distribution family, estimation approach, etc.). Consequently, there is a distinct 354 

possibility that such estimated uncertainties are unreliable if those assumptions are unrealistic 355 

[see e.g. the discussion by Daly, 2006 in the context of spatial interpolation methods]. 356 

Evaluating uncertainty estimates cannot be performed by counting the percentage of points 357 

inside a α% confidence interval in Figure 2, because the values on the x-axis are based on 358 

estimates of the exceedance probability (by means of a plotting position formula). As such, 359 

those values are affected by considerable uncertainties. The approach taken in this paper to 360 

circumvent this difficulty is to transform the uncertainty intervals shown in Figure 2 into a 361 

new distribution, named the predictive distribution.  362 

This tool is well-known and widely used in Bayesian statistics [e.g. Gelman et al., 1995] and 363 

hydrologic modeling [e.g. Todini and Mantovan, 2007; Thyer et al., 2009; Renard et al., 364 

2010], and has also been proposed for FA applications [Coles, 2001, chapter 9; Cox et al., 365 

2002; Meylan et al., 2008, chapter 7]. Moreover, the notion of “expected probability” 366 

discussed by e.g. Stedinger [1983a], Rosbjerg and Madsen [1998] or Kuczera [1999] is 367 

conceptually related to the notion of predictive distribution. The main advantage of this 368 

approach is that the methodology used to compare estimated distributions (red line in Figure 369 

2) can be applied to predictive distributions, hence indirectly comparing estimated 370 
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uncertainties. This section defines the predictive distribution in both Bayesian and non-371 

Bayesian contexts. 372 

3.3.2. The Bayesian predictive distribution 373 

Following the notation introduced in section 3.1, we use ( | )Mf y θθθθ  and ˆ ( )Mf y  to denote the 374 

probability density function (pdf) of assumed and estimated distributions, respectively. 375 

In Bayesian statistics, parameter inference is performed using the posterior distribution 376 

( )Mp | cθθθθ , where c represents the calibration data. The predictive distribution of a future 377 

observable y given observed data c is defined by the following pdf [e.g. Gelman et al., 1995]: 378 

ˆ ( ) ( | ) ( | ) ( | )M M M My p y f y p dπ = = ∫c cθ θ θθ θ θθ θ θθ θ θ  (6) 

The predictive distribution ̂ ( )M yπ  hence corresponds to integrating the assumed distribution 379 

( | )Mf y θθθθ  over the posterior distribution of θθθθ , ( | )Mp cθθθθ , which represents the uncertainty in 380 

estimating θθθθ . By contrast, the estimated pdf ˆ ( )Mf y  corresponds to using the assumed 381 

distribution ( | )Mf y θθθθ  for a fixed value θ̂θθθ  of its parameters (most commonly the posterior 382 

mean, median or mode), hence ignoring estimation uncertainty. Figure 2 illustrates the 383 

difference between the predictive distribution ˆ ( )M yπ  and the estimated distribution ˆ ( )Mf y , 384 

and compares these distributions with the uncertainty bounds. 385 

In practice, the integration in equation (6) cannot be performed analytically in general and has 386 

to be approximated numerically. Given that the posterior distribution ( | )Mp cθθθθ  is often 387 

explored using Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) samplers, such numerical 388 

approximation is usually implemented using a Monte Carlo scheme (see Appendix 2).  389 

3.3.3. Non-Bayesian predictive distributions 390 

The predictive distribution in equation (6) is not defined in a non-Bayesian context, because 391 

the posterior distribution ( | )Mp cθθθθ  does not exist in frequentist statistics, where θθθθ  is 392 

considered as a non-random quantity. However, the estimator of θθθθ , noted ˆ( )Xθθθθ , is a random 393 

variable and its distribution is defined - it is the sampling distribution of the estimator. Note 394 

the distinction between the (random) estimator ˆ( )Xθθθθ  and the (non-random) estimated value 395 

ˆ ˆ( )= cθ θθ θθ θθ θ  corresponding to the value taken by the estimator on the calibration sample.  396 
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The question of deriving a non-Bayesian version of the predictive distribution in equation (6) 397 

has attracted a lot of attention amongst statisticians. This has led to the development of 398 

innovative (sometimes controversial) inference paradigms, in particular pivotal inference and 399 

fiducial probabilities [Fisher, 1930; Dawid and Stone, 1982; Seidenfeld, 1992; Dawid and 400 

Wang, 1993; Barnard, 1995; Wang, 2000; Lawless and Fredette, 2005; Hannig et al., 2006], 401 

predictive likelihoods [Hinkley, 1979; Butler, 1986; Bjornstad, 1990] and H-likelihoods [Lee 402 

and Nelder, 1996; Meng, 2009]. 403 

Harris [1989] proposed a pragmatic approach: the posterior distribution in equation (6) is 404 

simply replaced by the sampling distribution of ˆ( )Xθθθθ . Let ( | )Ms τ θτ θτ θτ θ  denote the pdf of this 405 

sampling distribution evaluated at ττττ . Note that in general, the sampling distribution depends 406 

on the unknown true parameter value θθθθ . A non-Bayesian version of equation (6) is then: 407 

* ( | ) ( | ) ( | )M M My f y s dπ = ∫θ τ τ θ τθ τ τ θ τθ τ τ θ τθ τ τ θ τ  (7) 

Compared with equation (6), there is an additional difficulty in equation (7) since the true 408 

value θθθθ  is still unknown. Harris’ proposal is to replace the unknown θθθθ  by its estimated 409 

value θ̂θθθ , yielding the following predictive distribution: 410 

* ˆ ˆˆ ( ) ( | ) ( | ) ( | )M M M My y f y s dπ π= = ∫θ τ τ θ τθ τ τ θ τθ τ τ θ τθ τ τ θ τ  (8) 

Replacing the unknown true value θθθθ  by its estimated value ̂θθθθ  is a standard practice when 411 

estimating a sampling distribution. This is akin to the Fisher information matrix being 412 

replaced by the observed information matrix in ML estimation [e.g. Coles, 2001].  413 

The predictive distribution in equation (8) was named the “parametric bootstrap predictive 414 

distribution” by Harris [1989], and has been further developed by other authors [e.g., Basu 415 

and Harris, 1994; Vidoni, 1995; Fushiki et al., 2005; Fushiki, 2010]. A similar approach 416 

termed “bagging predictors” [e.g. Breiman, 1996] is used in the field of machine learning.  417 

Similarly to the Bayesian predictive distribution, the integration in equation (8) in general is 418 

not performed analytically. Simple algorithms to derive non-Bayesian predictive distributions 419 

are described in Appendix 2. It is worth noting that deriving the predictive distribution only 420 

requires minimal effort beyond that made to quantify uncertainties. 421 
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3.3.4. Indirectly comparing uncertainties via predictive distributions 422 

The comparison of estimated uncertainties is then performed by replacing the cdf of the 423 

estimated distribution ( ( )ˆ i
MF ) by the cdf of the predictive distribution ̂ ( )M yΠ  for all indices in 424 

section 3.2. The rationale behind this indirect approach is the following: if implementation A 425 

yields a more reliable predictive distribution than implementation B (according to the indices 426 

of section 3.2), it suggests that implementation A yields a more reasonable quantification of 427 

uncertainties in the sense that after transformation into a predictive distribution (eq. (6)-(8)), 428 

these uncertainties are in better agreement with validation data. 429 

Throughout the remainder of this paper, we will simply use the naming “predictive 430 

distribution” with no further distinction between the Bayesian and the non-Bayesian versions. 431 

Indeed, while this distinction is necessary to introduce formal definitions, it is of little 432 

relevance in the context of the comparison framework discussed here. 433 

4. Case study 434 

The comparison framework described in previous sections is applied to a large runoff dataset. 435 

Ten FA implementations, belonging to three FA families, are compared. These 436 

implementations do not constitute an exhaustive representation of existing FA 437 

implementations, since the objective of this case study is not to draw definitive conclusions 438 

on the merits of existing FA implementations. Instead, it aims at illustrating the application of 439 

the performance indices described in section 3, and discussing the insights that can be gained 440 

from the application of a data-based comparison exercise. 441 

4.1. Data and FA implementations 442 

Daily runoff series from 364 stations in France are used (Figure 3), corresponding to 443 

catchment sizes ranging from 10 to 2,000 km2. The time series cover at least 20 years, with 444 

more than 200 series spanning over 40 years. The quality of this dataset and its suitability for 445 

flood FA has been thoroughly evaluated in previous work [Renard et al., 2008].  446 

Annual maxima (AM) are extracted from the daily series. AM values are then treated with 10 447 

FA implementations, belonging to three FA families, as summarized in Table 1: 448 

1. Local estimation family: six implementations, corresponding to two distributional 449 

assumptions (Gumbel (GUM) and Generalized Extreme Value (GEV)) and three 450 

parameter estimation methods (Moments (MOM), Maximum Likelihood (ML) and 451 

Bayesian (BAY)), are used. The three estimation methods differ in their quantification of 452 
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uncertainty: (i) a non-parametric bootstrap approach is used for MOM; (ii) a standard 453 

Gaussian approximation for the sampling distribution of ML estimators is used; (iii) the 454 

posterior distribution of parameters represents the uncertainty in the Bayesian approach. 455 

For the latter approach, flat priors are used for location and scale parameters (i.e., 456 

( ) 1π θ ∝ ), while an Gaussian prior with mean 0 and standard deviation 0.2 is used for the 457 

shape parameter of the GEV distribution. 458 

2. Regional estimation family: 2 implementations, corresponding to two distributional 459 

assumptions (GUM and GEV), are used. A standard index flood scheme [e.g. Dalrymple, 460 

1960; Robson and Reed, 1999] is used: on the one hand, a regression between the index 461 

flood (taken here as the at-site mean) and catchment descriptors is built. On the other 462 

hand, a regional distribution is estimated by pooling standardized data (i.e. AM values 463 

divided by the index flood) from all sites together. Using the index flood regression 464 

together with the regional distribution enables estimating the distribution of AM at any 465 

site, including ungauged ones (see Appendix 3 for additional details). 466 

3. Local-Regional estimation family: two implementations, corresponding to two 467 

distributional assumptions (GUM and GEV), are used. These implementations aim at 468 

using both the regional models above and the data observed at the target sites. The 469 

Bayesian approach proposed by Ribatet et al. [2006] is used: at each target site, the 470 

prediction by the regional model is used to define the prior distribution, while at-site data 471 

are used to build the likelihood function. The resulting posterior distribution therefore 472 

combines local and regional information (see Appendix 3 for details). 473 

Note that the ten implementations analyzed in this case study correspond to fairly standard 474 

approaches, rather than state-of-the-art methods. Additional implementations could be 475 

considered to improve some aspects of the implementations described above. In particular, 476 

more advanced regionalization procedures could be investigated [e.g. Madsen and Rosbjerg, 477 

1997; Reis et al., 2005; Micevski et al., 2006b; Renard, 2011]. However, we stress that the 478 

objective of this case study is not to provide the best possible estimation of flood quantiles in 479 

this particular area, but rather to illustrate the application of the comparison framework to 480 

standard FA implementations.  481 

4.2. Reliability and stability decompositions 482 

In order to assess the reliability of the FA implementations, the 364 sites are split into 483 

calibration and validation sets as follows: 484 
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• Sites with less than 40 years of data are used for calibration of the regional models (160 485 

sites, red and pink dots in Figure 3a). 486 

• For each site with more than 40 years of data (204 sites, black dots in Figure 3a), 20 years 487 

are randomly selected (independently from site to site) for calibration of the local models.  488 

• For the latter sites, all remaining years (i.e. at least 20 years for each black dot in Figure 489 

3a) are used for validation. 490 

This decomposition allows comparing the reliability of all FA implementations based on 491 

exactly the same validation data. 492 

Additional decompositions are required to assess stability. Since both local and regional 493 

implementations are considered, two types of decomposition are proposed: 494 

• Stability with respect to local information (type I): for each site with more than 40 years 495 

of data (black dots in Figure 3a), two 20-year calibration sets are randomly selected. 496 

Purely regional implementations will be insensitive to this decomposition, since they do 497 

not use local information. 498 

• Stability with respect to regional information (type II): sites with less than 40 years of data 499 

are split into two calibration sets (red and pink dots in Figure 3a). Purely local 500 

implementations will be insensitive to this decomposition. 501 

4.3. Results 502 

4.3.1. Illustration of the reliability diagnostics for one particular 503 
implementation 504 

In order to illustrate the derivation of the graphical diagnostics of section 3.2.5, reliability is 505 

first evaluated for the sole implementation GEV_ML (the estimated distribution is used here). 506 

Figure 4a shows the pp-plot of pval for validation data, with each gray line corresponding to a 507 

validation site. Overall, the pp-curves are evenly distributed around the diagonal control line, 508 

and remain fairly close to it in most cases. However, the pval index only assesses the overall 509 

reliability, without particular focus on extremes. More stringent diagnostics are hence 510 

required to assess reliability at higher levels. 511 

To this aim, Figure 4b shows the pp-plot of FF, for both calibration (blue) and validation 512 

(red) data. The S-shaped calibration curve indicates that the observed distribution of FF 513 

values is less variable than it would be if the parent distribution were used. This is an effect of 514 

errors in estimating GEV parameters, whose optimization tend to “over-fit” calibration data. 515 
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At the opposite, the shape of the validation curve indicates that the distribution of FF values 516 

is more variable than it would be with the parent distribution. This implies that validation data 517 

are too often considered as “extreme” by the model, yielding high/low FF values with an 518 

unduly large frequency. In particular, a remarkable feature of this curve is its tendency to be 519 

stacked against the right border in the upper right corner: this corresponds to numerous FF 520 

values having p-values close to or equal to one, i.e. to observations that are considered as 521 

impossible by the model. This is a consequence of estimation errors for the shape parameter, 522 

yielding right-bounded GEV distributions whose bound is exceeded by validation data.  523 

As suggested in section 3.2.5, an axis transformation can be used to focus on this area of the 524 

plot. Figure 4c therefore shows the same curves after transforming both axes into a Gumbel 525 

scale. Since this transformation is undefined for FF values equal to one, the corresponding 526 

points do not appear in the figure, but their percentage is reported. The large departure from 527 

the diagonal appearing in Figure 4c for the validation curve confirms the unduly high 528 

frequency of large FF values. In addition, 18% of validation data have a FF value equal to 529 

one – in other words, what is considered as impossible by the model actually occurs for 18% 530 

of the sites. This corresponds to severe prediction failures. 531 

The second row of Figure 4 shows graphical diagnostics related to the N10 index. Figure 4d 532 

shows the N10 pp-plot after the randomization procedure described in section 3.2.5, while 533 

Figure 4e shows the qq-plot version of this diagnostic in Gumbel axes. These figures yield 534 

similar conclusions to the corresponding FF diagnostics. 535 

The opposite behavior of calibration and validation curves is an illustration of the trade-off 536 

between descriptive and predictive capability: a too good fit to calibration data may come at 537 

the price of a reduced predictive reliability. In turn, this reemphasizes the necessity to assess 538 

predictive performances based on validation data. Consequently, all reliability diagnostics 539 

will focus on validation data in the remainder of this paper. 540 

4.3.2. Comparison of estimation methods for local FA 541 

implementations 542 

This section compares the three estimation methods (MOM, ML and BAY) used for local FA 543 

implementations. Figure 5 shows the reliability diagnostics for the estimated (first row, the 544 

posterior mode is used as parameter estimates) and the predictive (second row) distributions. 545 

For brevity, only the qq-plot representations in Gumbel space are reported, since it allows 546 

focusing on the most severe prediction failures. 547 
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The FF diagnostic in Figure 5a indicates that the estimation method has little impact on 548 

reliability, compared to the choice of the distribution (GUM or GEV). Moreover, departures 549 

from the diagonal are smaller for the three GUM curves than for the three GEV curves. In 550 

addition, for MOM and ML estimation, validation data are considered as impossible by the 551 

GEV prediction for more than 15% of the sites. This percentage drops to 7% for BAY, which 552 

is a consequence of using an informative prior to constrain the shape parameter. The N10 and 553 

N100 diagnostics in Figure 5b-c yield similar insights. These results indicate that at-site 554 

estimation of a GEV distribution with 20 years of data may lead to substantial predictive 555 

failures, whatever the estimation method. This is a consequence of the well-documented 556 

difficulty in precisely identifying the shape parameter [e.g. Coles, 2001; Garavaglia et al., 557 

2011]. However, we stress that this does not imply that the GEV distribution should be 558 

rejected, but rather that local estimation with moderate sample size is not precise enough for 559 

this distribution to yield reliable predictions. In turn, this indicates that ignoring estimation 560 

uncertainty is not a viable option for locally-estimated GEV distributions. 561 

The second row in Figure 5 shows the same diagnostics applied to the predictive distribution 562 

rather than the estimated distribution. The FF diagnostic in Figure 5d indicates that the 563 

estimation method (MOM, ML or BAY) has little impact for the Gumbel distribution: all 564 

three curves are similar and show marked departures below the diagonal. This suggests that 565 

even after accounting for uncertainty, a tendency to under-estimation remains with a Gumbel 566 

distribution. On the other hand, the estimation method has a stronger impact for the GEV 567 

distribution: the GEV_MOM curve shows the largest departure below the diagonal. Departure 568 

for the GEV_ML curve is similar although less pronounced. Lastly, the GEV_BAY curve 569 

appears much closer to the diagonal, suggesting that once uncertainties are accounted for, the 570 

predictions become fairly reliable. The N10 and N100 diagnostics in Figure 5e-f yield similar 571 

conclusions, although they reveal a more pronounced impact of the estimation method for the 572 

Gumbel distribution.  573 

Overall, the results of this section suggest that while the estimation method does not strongly 574 

impact reliability based on the estimated distributions, the method used to quantify 575 

uncertainty exerts a stronger leverage according to the predictive distribution.  576 

4.3.3. Comparison of local, regional and local-regional 577 

implementations 578 
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This section compares the three FA families (local, regional and local-regional) for both the 579 

Gumbel and the GEV distributions. For simplicity, only implementations GUM_BAY and 580 

GEV_BAY are used within the local family. Figure 6 shows the pval diagnostic for the 581 

estimated distribution, and for the three implementations involving the GEV distribution 582 

(similar plots are obtained with the Gumbel distribution, not shown). While local 583 

(GEV_BAY) and local-regional (GEV_LR) implementations yield similar diagnostics, the 584 

regional implementation (GEV_REG) shows marked departures from the diagonal for many 585 

sites. Such departures are more often below the diagonal (under-estimation) than above. Since 586 

the pval diagnostic does not focus on extremes, this indicates that the regional predictions 587 

may be markedly unreliable, even for small to moderate quantiles.  588 

Figure 7 shows FF, N10 and N100 reliability diagnostics for the estimated distribution (first 589 

row) and the predictive distribution (second row). In Figure 7a (FF), the smallest departure 590 

from the diagonal corresponds to the GEV_LR implementation, while larger departures are 591 

observed for both regional implementations and the local GEV_BAY implementation. Figure 592 

7b (N10) highlights a clear distinction between regional implementations on the one hand, and 593 

local and local-regional implementations on the other hand. The former show a poor 594 

reliability even for predicting moderate 10-year quantiles, which confirms previous findings 595 

based on pval. On the other hand, local and local-regional implementations show similar 596 

predictive reliability for this index. However, the N100 index (Figure 7c) indicates that local-597 

regional implementations become more reliable than local ones to predict larger quantiles. 598 

This suggests that while local approaches may be sufficient to estimate moderate quantiles, 599 

they become less reliable than local-regional approaches when extrapolated to higher 600 

quantiles, especially if a GEV distribution is used.  601 

The second row of Figure 7 shows the same diagnostics applied to the predictive distribution. 602 

Figure 7d (FF) does not reveal marked differences between implementations, apart from 603 

GEV_BAY whose curve is closer to the diagonal as already observed in section 4.3.2. The 604 

N10 and N100 diagnostics (Figure 7e-f) yield more insights: in both cases, regional 605 

implementations show large departures from the diagonal, which suggests an unreliable 606 

quantification of uncertainty. On the other hand, local and local-regional implementations 607 

have similar curves for both indices, with smaller departures from the diagonal suggesting a 608 

more reliable quantification of uncertainty. The behavior of GEV_BAY for indices FF and 609 

N100 is noteworthy: while its predictions based on estimated distributions are unreliable 610 

(Figure 7a and c), it still yields fairly reliable predictions once uncertainty is accounted for  611 
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through the predictive distribution (Figure 7d and f). At the opposite, regional 612 

implementations appear unreliable for both estimated and predictive distributions.  613 

Lastly, stability is assessed by means of the SPAN100 index (Figure 8). Figure 8a compares the 614 

type-I stability of estimated (see section 4.2). Local implementations GEV_BAY and 615 

GUM_BAY show the lowest stability. On the other hand, both local-regional 616 

implementations GEV_LR and GUM_LR have similar stability, and importantly, are more 617 

stable than any of the local implementations. Application of the SPAN100 index to predictive 618 

distributions yield identical insights (Figure 8c). Figure 8b compares the type-II stability of 619 

the estimated distributions (see section 4.2). Both regional implementations GEV_REG and 620 

GUM_ REG show a very low stability, while both local-regional implementations are far 621 

more stable. Figure 8d shows a similar pattern for the predictive distribution. 622 

Overall, the results of this section suggest that local-regional implementations generally 623 

outperform both the purely local and regional implementations they are built upon. This 624 

observation holds for both reliability (see e.g. Figure 7c) and stability (Figure 8). 625 

5. Discussion 626 

5.1. Ability of reliability and stability indices to benchmark FA 627 

implementations 628 

The case study shows that the indices defined in section 3.2 are able to reveal marked 629 

difference between the reliability and stability of competing FA implementations. Moreover, 630 

reliability indices appear quite complementary. Index pval is able to reveal reliability failures 631 

at moderate levels (e.g. GEV_REG in Figure 6), but will not detect failures specific to 632 

extreme levels. Index NT allows focusing on specific quantiles, and varying the value of T 633 

yields insights on the evolution of reliability at increasing levels (see e.g. the evolution of 634 

GEV_BAY between N10 and N100 in Figure 7b-c). Lastly, index FF focuses on the most 635 

extreme value observed at each site and is hence the most stringent reliability diagnostic. In 636 

particular, it can reveal severe prediction failures, where observations as considered as 637 

virtually impossible by the model (e.g. GEV_ML in Figure 4c). However, the set of indices 638 

proposed in this paper is not exhaustive and could be completed in future work with 639 

additional and possibly more powerful indices. As an illustration, Garavaglia et al. [2011] 640 

assessed the stability of uncertainty estimates by quantifying the overlapping of confidence 641 
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intervals obtained using distinct calibration periods. Alternatively, indices based on the 642 

duration between exceedances of large quantiles could be derived as an alternative to NT. 643 

5.2. Feasibility of benchmarking uncertainty estimates 644 

A major objective of this paper was to open uncertainty estimates to the same scrutiny as 645 

estimated distributions. This was achieved by transforming these uncertainties into a 646 

predictive distribution, which can be scrutinized in the same way as the estimated distribution. 647 

The results of the case study confirm that this is a viable approach, with distinct FA 648 

implementations showing marked differences in the reliability of their uncertainty estimates. 649 

Moreover, these results confirm two important points that are sometimes overlooked: (i) 650 

quantifying uncertainty is not sufficient, one also needs to assess whether this quantification is 651 

reliable [Hall et al., 2007; Thyer et al., 2009]; (ii) uncertainty estimates derived from a FA 652 

implementation whose assumptions are unrealistic are likely to be unreliable, and hence 653 

meaningless [Daly, 2006]. 654 

5.3. Limitations of the comparison framework 655 

Despite showing its ability to compare FA implementations in terms of stability and 656 

reliability, the comparison framework remains based on a few hypotheses that are recalled 657 

and discussed in this section. 658 

First, it is noted that the proposed framework only yields graphical comparisons between the 659 

stability and reliability of competing FA implementations. A natural extension would be to 660 

implement formal testing procedures, e.g. to test whether departures from the diagonal in 661 

Figure 5 are significant, or whether two FA implementations yield index distributions that are 662 

significantly different. Unfortunately, this is a challenging task because indices values are not 663 

independent from site to site, due to the spatial dependence between data. Consequently, the 664 

development of statistical tests would require a description of this spatial dependence. This 665 

was not attempted in this study because it would require making additional assumptions on 666 

the structure of spatial dependence beyond that made by the competing FA implementations.  667 

Second, it is assumed that the data used for the comparison are temporally independent. 668 

Indeed, deriving the distribution of most performance indices (under the reliability 669 

hypothesis) requires making this assumption. It may be restrictive in some regions and/or for 670 

some hydrologic variables with significant inertia (e.g. low flows or mean annual runoff for 671 

groundwater-driven catchments). Future work could therefore evaluate the sensitivity of the 672 

comparison framework with temporally dependent data. 673 
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Lastly, the general philosophy behind the comparison framework involves specific 674 

requirements, that are not limitations of the framework itself but might make its application 675 

difficult in some contexts. Indeed, applying the comparison framework requires an extended 676 

dataset of good-quality long series. The quality of the dataset needs to be thoroughly 677 

evaluated to avoid e.g. non-homogeneous data or heavily regulated catchments (see e.g. Lang 678 

et al. [2010] for examples of misleading results caused by the poor quality of a dataset). 679 

Moreover, the number of sites needs to be large enough since tools for assessing stability and 680 

reliability are based on the distribution of indices over an ensemble of sites. Lastly, long 681 

series are also required, since the evaluation of reliability remains limited by the series length: 682 

on the one hand, data left out for validation should be numerous to enable a truly challenging 683 

assessment of predictive ability; on the other hand, one needs to preserve enough data to 684 

calibrate the FA implementation. 685 

A consequence of these requirements is that the comparison framework is geared toward large 686 

scale, national-wide comparisons rather than smaller-scale studies involving a couple of sites. 687 

In particular, the framework cannot compare predictive performance on one particular site. 688 

This is an acknowledged limitation, since a FA implementation having the best predictive 689 

performance on an ensemble of sites can still fail on one particular site. 690 

5.4. Tailoring and developing comparison schemes 691 

The case study of section 4 is performed at a rather large scale, which may restrict the ability 692 

to benchmark FA implementations. Indeed, it is likely that for daily runoff, the “best” FA 693 

implementation depends on various catchment properties like catchment size, elevation, 694 

climatic area, etc. Consequently, the comparison performed in this case study should be 695 

refined at the smaller scale of homogenous hydro-climatic regions. Moreover, the FA 696 

implementations compared in this case study are only a small sample of available FA 697 

implementations. More precisely, work is currently in progress to extend this comparison to 698 

additional distributions (e.g. log-Normal, Pearson family), estimation approaches (e.g. linear 699 

moments), approaches to uncertainty quantification (e.g. parametric bootstrap as advocated by 700 

Kysely [2008]), and alternative regionalization procedures.  701 

Lastly, the decomposition into calibration and validation subsets could also be tailored to 702 

focus on more specific issues, for instance non-stationarity or low-frequency variability. As 703 

an illustration, the decomposition could be stratified according to the value of some climate 704 
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index (e.g. SOI, NAO) to evaluate the added value of implementations that use climate 705 

information. 706 

5.5. Moving toward a systematic approach to comparing FA 707 

implementations 708 

The data-based comparison approach presented in this paper might be a part of the systematic 709 

comparison approach advocated by Bobee et al [1993]. However it would not be reasonable 710 

to rely on a single comparison framework (let alone on a single comparison metric) to choose 711 

between competing FA implementations. We note that there have been controversies on 712 

which type of comparison framework should be used (see e.g. [Wallis and Wood, 1985; 713 

Beard, 1987; Wallis and Wood, 1987] for data-based vs. simulation studies). However, we 714 

claim that the different types of comparison frameworks should not be opposed, but rather be 715 

used together since they may actually yield complementary insights. Moreover, concordant 716 

results derived from distinct comparison frameworks constitute pieces of evidence that add up 717 

to build confidence in their generality [Gunasekara and Cunnane, 1992]. As an illustration, 718 

most results obtained in this paper are fully consistent with previous simulation-based studies, 719 

in particular the poor performance of the GEV distribution with small samples and no prior 720 

information [Martins and Stedinger, 2000] or the benefit of combining local and regional 721 

information [Stedinger and Lu, 1995]. The fact that similar findings are found in simulation-722 

based and data-based contexts indicate that they can be extrapolated outside of the particular 723 

simulation setups used in the former comparisons. 724 

Consequently, a comprehensive comparison of FA implementations might encompass the 725 

following  steps: 726 

1. Simulation studies in an “ideal” setup (no model misspecification) are useful to quantify 727 

the performance of FA implementations in formal statistical terms (e.g. bias, RMSE, 728 

reliable quantification of uncertainty, etc.). Moreover, “non-ideal” setups can be used to 729 

assess robustness. FA implementations that grossly fail this simulation step are probably 730 

not worth further investigation, but for other implementations, alternative comparison 731 

frameworks can provide a complementary point of view on their relative performance.  732 

2. When available, statistical tests can be used to reject implementations that are in obvious 733 

disagreement with observations. An advantage of this comparison approach is that is can 734 

be implemented on a site-by-site basis. However, several implementations should be 735 

expected to pass the tests given their quite low power with typical sample sizes. 736 
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3.  The data-framework proposed in this paper evaluate the implementations’ performance in 737 

terms of predictive ability, which closely corresponds to the context those 738 

implementations are designed for. However, implementing such a framework requires 739 

setting up extensive datasets, and conclusions can only be drawn for an ensemble of sites 740 

and can not be individually tailored for each site.  741 

6. Conclusion 742 

This paper proposes a general framework devoted to the data-based comparison of FA 743 

implementations. This framework is based on the following general principles:  744 

• The performance of FA implementations is judged in terms of reliability and stability. The 745 

latter is evaluated in predictive mode, i.e. using data that are not used for calibration. 746 

• The framework does not use any surrogate for the unknown true quantiles, but uses 747 

indices reflecting whether validation data are consistent with FA predictions. 748 

• The necessity to scrutinize uncertainty estimates is recognized, and a practical solution 749 

based on the use of the predictive distribution is proposed. 750 

The comparison framework is applied to a case study that uses 364 daily runoff series. The 751 

performances of ten FA implementations, belonging to three FA families, are compared. This 752 

case study demonstrates the ability of the comparison framework to benchmark FA 753 

implementations. Local-regional implementations were found to outperform both the purely 754 

local and regional implementations they are built upon, both in terms of reliability and 755 

stability. Marked differences were also found regarding the reliability of the predictive 756 

distribution, which confirms its relevance to indirectly compare uncertainty estimates.  757 

Finally, although the comparison framework proposed in this paper proved its usefulness, it 758 

remains open to scrutiny and improvement. In particular, other stability and reliability indices 759 

could be defined, and comparison schemes could be tailored to specific regions or hydrologic 760 

variables. However, the general principles upon which the framework is built intend to be as 761 

general as possible. In particular, the importance of predictive reliability and the need to 762 

scrutinize uncertainty estimates are two points that hold to any FA implementation. Moreover, 763 

combining this data-based framework with alternative comparison schemes (e.g. based on 764 

Monte-Carlo simulations and statistical tests) is likely to yield complementary insights. 765 
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9. Appendix 1: distribution of performance indices 1030 

9.1. Pval 1031 

Let [0;1]t ∈ . ( ) ( ) ( )ˆPr( ) Pr( ( ) )i i i
k M kPval t F D t≤ = ≤  1032 

If the estimation is reliable (( ) ( )ˆ i i
MF F= ): 1033 

( )

( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) 1

( ) ( ) 1

Pr( ) Pr( ( ) )

Pr( { } ( ))

{ } ( )

i i i
k k

i i
k

i i

Pval t F D t

D F t

F F t t

−

−

≤ = ≤

= ≤

= =

 1034 

This corresponds to the cdf of a uniform distribution on [0,1]. 1035 

9.2. NT 1036 

For a given time step k, the exceedance of a quantile ( )ˆ i
Tq  is a Bernoulli trial. If the estimation 1037 

is reliable ( ( ) ( )ˆ i i
T Tq q= ), its success (meaning here the exceedance of the T-quantile) probability 1038 

is 1/T. With the assumption of serial independence, the variable NT therefore corresponds to 1039 

the number of successes in n(i) independent Bernoulli experiments: its distribution is therefore 1040 

Binomial, with parameters (n(i),1/T). 1041 
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9.3. FF 1042 

Let [0;1]t ∈ . ( ) ( ) ( )
max

ˆPr( ) Pr( ( ) )i i i
MFF t F D t≤ = ≤  1043 

If the estimation is reliable (( ) ( )ˆ i i
MF F= ): 1044 
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 1045 

This corresponds to the cdf of the Kumaraswamy distribution with parameters (n(i),1). Note 1046 

that the transition between lines 3 and 4 uses the serial independence hypothesis.  1047 

9.4. Randomized probability transformation for NT 1048 

Let ( )i
TW  be a random variable whose distribution, conditional on ( )i

TN , is uniform between 1049 

( )( ) 1i
Tb N −  and ( )( )i

Tb N  (see section 3.2.5). Recall that b(j) is defined by ( ) Pr( )b j N j= ≤ , 1050 

with ( )~ ( ,1/ )iN Bin n T . Let [0;1]t ∈ . The conditional cdf of ( )i
TW  is: 1051 
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 1052 

The unconditional cdf of ( )i
TW  can then be derived by using the total probability law: 1053 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

0

Pr( ) Pr( | )Pr( )i i i i
T T T T

j

W t W t N j N j
+∞

=

≤ = ≤ = =∑  1054 

Let k denote the integer verifying ( ) ( 1)b k t b k≤ < + . The infinite sum above can then be 1055 

decomposed as follows: 1056 
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 1057 

( ) ( )When , ( ) ( ) , and Pr( | ) 1i i
T Tj k b j b k t W t N j≤ ≤ ≤ ≤ = =  1058 

( ) ( )When 2, ( 1) ( 1), and Pr( | ) 0i i
T Tj k t b k b j W t N j≥ + < + ≤ − ≤ = =  1059 
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1060 

Under the reliability hypothesis, ( ) ( )~ ( ,1/ )i i
TN Bin n T , which is the same distribution as that 1061 

of N. Consequently, ( )Pr( ) Pr( )i
TN k N k≤ = ≤  and ( )Pr( 1) Pr( 1)i

TN k N k= + = = + . The 1062 

equation above therefore simplifies as follows: 1063 

( )
( ) ( ) ( )

( )

Pr( )
Pr( ) Pr( ) Pr( 1)

Pr( 1)

i
i i iT

T T Ti
T

t N k
W t N k N k t

N k

− ≤≤ = ≤ + = + =
= +

 1064 

This corresponds to the cdf of a uniform distribution between 0 and 1. 1065 

10. Appendix 2: algorithms for predictive distributions 1066 

10.1. Bayesian predictive distributions 1067 

It is assumed that the Bayesian inference is performed using a Markov chain Monte Carlo 1068 

(MCMC) sampler, yielding a sample ( )
1:( )

sim

i
i N=θθθθ  from the posterior distribution ( )Mp | cθθθθ . 1069 

The pdf of the predictive distribution ˆ ( )M yπ  evaluated at y can then be approximated by: 1070 

( )

1

1
ˆ ( ) ( | )

simN
i

M M
isim

y f y
N

π
=

≈ ∑ θθθθ  (9) 

Note that it may be more practical to generate a large sample ( )
1:( )

sim

i
i Ny =  from the predictive 1071 

distribution and use its empirical distribution as an approximation: 1072 

Do i = 1:Nsim 1073 

1. Sample ( )iy  from the distribution with pdf ( )( | )i
Mf y θθθθ  1074 

10.2. Non-Bayesian predictive distributions 1075 

Let ˆ ( )Ms ττττ  denote the pdf of the sampling distribution of the estimator ˆ( )Xθθθθ . The non-1076 

Bayesian predictive distribution can be approximated using the same algorithms than in 1077 

section 10.1, replacing the sample ( )
1:( )

sim

i
i N=θθθθ  from the posterior distribution by a sample 1078 

( )
1:( )

sim

i
i N=ττττ  generated from the sampling distribution ˆ ( )Ms ττττ . 1079 
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In practice, the algorithm used to generate the sample ( )
1:( )

sim

i
i N=ττττ  depends on the way ˆ ( )Ms ττττ  1080 

is derived. For instance, if bootstrap resampling of observations is used, a sample ( )
1:( )

sim

i
i N=ττττ  1081 

is then available from the bootstrap replications of data. Alternatively, ˆ ( )Ms ττττ  may be derived 1082 

using a large-sample Gaussian approximation (as done in many estimation approaches) and 1083 

whose generation poses no difficulty. In non-Gaussian approximation of ˆ ( )Ms ττττ  and other 1084 

complicated cases, specialized sampling algorithms (e.g. MCMC) may be required. 1085 

Finally, some FA implementations provide uncertainties expressed directly on quantiles rather 1086 

than on parameters. In such a case, let ,ˆ ( )M Ts q  denote the pdf of the sampling distribution of 1087 

the estimated T-year quantile ˆ ( )TQ X . A sample ( )
1:( )

sim

i
i Ny =  from the predictive distribution 1088 

can be generated as follows: 1089 

Do i = 1:Nsim 1090 

1. Sample u from a uniform distribution on [0;1]. 1091 

2. Compute T = 1/(1-u) 1092 

3. Sample ( )iy  from the sampling distribution of ̂ ( )TQ X  with pdf ,ˆ ( )M Ts q . 1093 

11. Appendix 3: Regional and local-regional FA 1094 

implementations 1095 

11.1. Regional implementations based on an index flood model 1096 

Index flood regression: the index flood values at site i, νi, are linked with catchment 1097 

descriptors cov( )(1),..., N
i iw w  using the following regression: 1098 

cov
( ) 2

0
1

log( ) , ~ (0, )
N

j
i j i i i

j

w Nν β β ε ε σ
=

= + +∑  (10) 

Building on previous work by Cipriani et al. [2012], the following catchment descriptors are 1099 

used: (i) catchment area; (ii) mean catchment elevation; (iii) mean of 10-year daily rainfall 1100 

within the catchment, as estimated by Benichou and Le Breton [1987]; (iv) mean IDPR index. 1101 

The latter index (Index of Development and Persistence of the River networks) was proposed 1102 

by Mardhel et al. [2004] as an indicator of infiltration capacity. Moreover, region-specific 1103 

regressions are estimated, with regions shown in Figure 3b and based on the Hydro-1104 

ecoregions defined by Wasson et al.[2004].  1105 
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Estimation of regression parameters 
cov0,..., Nβ β  and residual standard deviation σ is 1106 

performed using a Bayesian approach (with flat priors on ( )
cov0,..., , log( )Nβ β σ ). 1107 

Regional distribution estimation: Depending on the FA implementation, regional Gumbel 1108 

or GEV distributions are estimated in each region, based on all standardized data of the region 1109 

pooled together. A Bayesian approach (with flat priors) is used. 1110 

Prediction at target site: At a target site k, the estimated distribution is a Gumbel or a GEV 1111 

distribution (depending on the FA implementation) with parameters: 1112 

location: ˆ ˆk k regµ ν µ= × , with 
cov

( )
0

1

ˆ ˆˆ exp
N

j
k j k

j

wν β β
=

 
= + 

 
∑  

scale: ˆˆ
k k regλ ν λ= ×  

shape (GEV distribution only): ˆ
k regξ ξ=  

(11) 

The predictive distribution is derived by propagating forward the MCMC samples of 1113 

( )
cov0,..., , , , ,N reg reg regβ β σ µ λ ξ , as outlined in section 10.1. The MCMC algorithm used in this 1114 

paper is described by Renard et al. [2006a].  1115 

11.2. Local-regional implementations 1116 

Propagating forward the MCMC samples of ( )
cov0,..., , , , ,N reg reg regβ β σ µ λ ξ  into equation (11) 1117 

yields a large number of replicates for the Gumbel (or GEV) parameters at the target site. 1118 

These replicates can be used to specify a prior for the local-regional implementation. To this 1119 

aim, a Gaussian distribution is estimated based on the replicates, and is used as the prior 1120 

distribution for the local-regional implementation. The rest of the analysis then proceeds as in 1121 

standard local implementations. 1122 

1123 
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 List of captions 1123 

Table 1. Summary of the FA implementations studied in this paper. 1124 

Figure 1. Typical shapes for pp-plots (a-c) and qq-plots in Gumbel space (d-f). 1125 

Figure 2. Illustration of the difference between the estimated distribution (with pdf ˆ ( )Mf y ) 1126 

and the predictive distribution (with pdf ̂ ( )M yπ ). This illustrative figure results from the 1127 

Bayesian estimation of a GEV distribution using 25 observations. Uncertainty intervals are 1128 
quantile posterior intervals. 1129 

Figure 3. Location of the study sites. (a) Decomposition into “regional sites” used to estimate 1130 
the regional models and “local sites” used for local estimation and validation; (b) Regions 1131 
derived from the Hydro-ecoregions of Wasson et al. [2004]. 1132 

Figure 4. Reliability diagnostics applied to the implementation GEV-ML (local estimation of 1133 
a GEV distribution with maximum likelihood). (a) pval pp-plot. Each gray line refers to a 1134 
validation site. (b) FF pp-plot. Red = validation data, blue = calibration data. (c) FF qq-plot in 1135 
Gumbel space. The percentages of “impossible observations” (i.e. observations incompatible 1136 
with the estimated GEV, yielding FF=1) are provided. (d) Randomized pp-plot of N10 1137 
computed on all available observations; (e) Randomized qq-plot of N10 in Gumbel space. 1138 

Figure 5. Reliability diagnostics for the six local FA implementations. First row = estimated 1139 
distribution, second row = predictive distribution. (a) and (d): FF qq-plot in Gumbel space; (b) 1140 
and (e): N10 qq-plot in Gumbel space; (c) and (f): N100 qq-plot in Gumbel space. 1141 

Figure 6. pval pp-plot for local, local-regional and regional estimation of the GEV distribution 1142 
(estimated distribution). 1143 

Figure 7. Reliability diagnostics for six FA implementations (local, regional and local-1144 
regional, with Gumbel and GEV distributions). First row = estimated distribution, second row 1145 
= predictive distribution. (a) and (d): FF qq-plot in Gumbel space; (b) and (e): N10 qq-plot in 1146 
Gumbel space; (c) and (f): N100 qq-plot in Gumbel space. 1147 

Figure 8. Stability diagnostic for six FA implementations (local, regional and mixed local-1148 
regional, with Gumbel and GEV distributions). Left = type I decomposition, right = type II 1149 
decomposition. (a) – (b) = estimated distribution, (c) – (d) = predictive distribution. 1150 

1151 
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Notation list 1151 

( ) ( )

( )

1: , 1: i
site

i
k i N k n

x
= =

=x  observations 1152 

c subset of x used for calibration 1153 

v subset of x used for validation 1154 

d denotes either one of c or v 1155 
( ) ( )iF y  cdf of the parent distribution (evaluated at some value y) 1156 

( ) ( | )i
MF y θθθθ  cdf of the assumed distribution in implementation M, with unknown parameters θθθθ  1157 

( | )Mf y θθθθ  pdf of the assumed distribution in implementation M, with unknown parameters θθθθ  1158 

( )ˆ ( )i
MF y  cdf of the estimated distribution in implementation M 1159 

ˆ ( )Mf y  pdf of the estimated distribution in implementation M 1160 

ˆ ( )M yΠ  cdf of the predictive distribution in implementation M 1161 

ˆ ( )M yπ  pdf of the predictive distribution in implementation M 1162 

ˆ( )Xθθθθ  estimator of unknown parameters θθθθ  1163 

θ̂θθθ  estimated value of θθθθ  1164 

( | )Ms τ θτ θτ θτ θ  pdf of the sampling distribution of ̂( )Xθθθθ  in implementation M (evaluated at some 1165 

value ττττ ) 1166 

ˆ ( )Ms ττττ  pdf of the estimated sampling distribution of ˆ( )Xθθθθ  in implementation M 1167 

( )Mp | cθθθθ  posterior distribution of θθθθ  given observations c in implementation M 1168 

1169 
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 1169 

Table 1. Summary of the FA implementations studied in this paper. 1170 

 Distribution  Estimation method Notation Uncertainty 
Quantification 

FA Family: local estimation 
 GEV Moments GEV_MOM Bootstrap 
 GEV Maximum Likelihood GEV_ML Gaussian approximation1 
 GEV Bayesian GEV_BAY Bayesian 
 Gumbel Moments GUM_MOM Bootstrap 
 Gumbel Maximum Likelihood GUM_ML Gaussian approximation1 
 Gumbel Bayesian GUM_BAY Bayesian 
FA Family: regional estimation 
 GEV Bayesian GEV_REG Bayesian 
 Gumbel Bayesian GUM_REG Bayesian 
FA Family: local-regional estimation 
 GEV Bayesian GEV_LR Bayesian 
 Gumbel Bayesian GUM_LR Bayesian 

1Asymptotic normality of ML estimator, with covariance matrix equal to the Fisher 1171 
information matrix. 1172 

 1173 

 1174 

Figure 1. Typical shapes for pp-plots (a-c) and qq-plots in Gumbel space (d-f). 1175 

 1176 
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 1177 

Figure 2. Illustration of the difference between the estimated distribution (with pdf ˆ ( )Mf y ) and the 1178 

predictive distribution (with pdf ˆ ( )M yπ ). This illustrative figure results from the Bayesian estimation of 1179 
a GEV distribution using 25 observations. Uncertainty intervals are quantile posterior intervals. 1180 

 1181 

 1182 

Figure 3. Location of the study sites. (a) Decomposition into “regional sites” used to estimate the regional 1183 

models and “local sites” used for local estimation and validation; (b) Regions derived from the Hydro-1184 

ecoregions of Wasson et al. [2004]. 1185 

 1186 
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 1187 

Figure 4. Reliability diagnostics applied to the implementation GEV-ML (local estimation of a GEV 1188 

distribution with maximum likelihood). (a) pval pp-plot. Each gray line refers to a validation site. (b) FF 1189 

pp-plot. Red = validation data, blue = calibration data. (c) FF qq-plot in Gumbel space. The percentages 1190 

of “impossible observations” (i.e. observations incompatible with the estimated GEV, yielding FF=1) are 1191 

provided. (d) Randomized pp-plot of N10 computed on all available observations; (e) Randomized qq-plot 1192 

of N10 in Gumbel space.  1193 

 1194 
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 1195 

Figure 5. Reliability diagnostics for the six local FA implementations. First row = estimated distribution, 1196 

second row = predictive distribution. (a) and (d): FF qq-plot in Gumbel space; (b) and (e): N10 qq-plot in 1197 

Gumbel space; (c) and (f): N100 qq-plot in Gumbel space. 1198 

 1199 

 1200 

Figure 6. pval pp-plot for local, local-regional and regional estimation of the GEV distribution (estimated 1201 

distribution). 1202 

 1203 
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 1204 

Figure 7. Reliability diagnostics for six FA implementations (local, regional and local-regional, with 1205 

Gumbel and GEV distributions). First row = estimated distribution, second row = predictive distribution. 1206 

(a) and (d): FF qq-plot in Gumbel space; (b) and (e): N10 qq-plot in Gumbel space; (c) and (f): N100 qq-plot 1207 

in Gumbel space. 1208 

 1209 
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 1210 

Figure 8. Stability diagnostic for six FA implementations (local, regional and mixed local-regional, with 1211 

Gumbel and GEV distributions). Left = type I decomposition, right = type II decomposition. (a) – (b) = 1212 

estimated distribution, (c) – (d) = predictive distribution. 1213 

 1214 

 1215 
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